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@penplusbytes 1st Governance Social Media Index- Ghana

INTRODUCTION
It is difficult to conceptualise contemporary civilization without social media. Social media is changing existing
information consumption behaviour by giving users access to real-time online information without the constraints of
space and time. Advancement in technologies seem to be eroding the glory of the mainstream media. Social media
has become an important tool for promoting business globally and a powerful medium in the democratic process in
many countries. During elections, social media plays a key role in affecting voting behaviour because of its potential
to provide direct and cheap access to the production and consumption of current information without editorial
filtering.i Not only does social media provide information about political parties, candidates and party manifestoes
but, it also offers a platform through which voters and interested individuals across geographical divides can interact
with them.
The use of social media in Ghana, one of the first countries in sub-Saharan Africa to have Internet access has really
caught on well with all segments of the population, particularly with political parties and their leaders as a medium
for political engagement. In addition, key election management bodies also reach out to their target audience through
social media. This Governance Social Media Index-Ghana report provides a baseline information about the presence
of political parties, political party leaders and key election management bodies on social media in Ghana and their
followings as at June 8th, 2016. Essentially, this report will form the basis for measuring how these political party
leaders and institutions utilize their online platforms to reach out and engage their target audience and how this
impact their electoral fortunes and the general society.

HOW ARE POLITICAL ACTORS PERFORMING ON SOCIAL MEDIA?
Traditional media as a conduit between the executive and the governed has been tremendously enhanced by social
media which is playing an increasingly prominent role in how voters get political information and follow election
news. In order to track the relevance of social media in the governance space, @penplusytes is pioneering Ghana’s
first Governance Social Media index. A baseline information for this initial index reveals that as at 8th June 2016,
President John Mahama is leading the pack of presidential candidates with 223,834 followers on twitter and 880,620
likes on Facebook. He is followed by the opposition leader, Nana Akufo Addo with 94,034 followers on twitter and
715,761 likes on Facebook.
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Picture 1: A screenshot of the banner handle of Prez Mahama showing the number of followers on Twitter

Picture 2: A screenshot of the banner handle of Nana Akufo-Addo showing the number of followers on Twitter
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Table 1: Ranking of Presidential candidates according to their following on Facebook
No
Name of candidates
Number of followers on Status of verification
Level of engagement
Facebook
1
John Dramani Mahama
880,620
Verified
High engagement
2
Nana Akufo Addo
715,716
Verified
High engagement
3
Dr Papa Kwesi Nduom
263,450
Not verified
Low engagement
4
Nana Konadu
Not verified
Low engagement
17907
Agyemang Rawlings
5
Ivor Kobina Greenstreet 8316
Not verified
Low engagement
6
Dr Edward Mahama
3402
Not verified
Low engagement

Number of followers on Facebook

0%
0%
1%
14%
John Dramani Mahama
Nana Akufo Addo

47%

Dr Papa Kwesi Nduom
Nana Konadu Agyemang Rawlings
Ivor Kobina Greenstreet
Dr Edward Mahama

38%
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Table 2: Ranking of presidential candidates according to their following on twitter
No
1
2
3
4
5
6

John Dramani Mahama
Nana Akufo Addo
Dr Papa Kwesi Nduom
Ivor Kobina Greenstreet
Dr. Edward Mahama
Dr. Hassan Ayariga

No of followers
223,834
94034
44791
355
213
8

Status of verification
Verified
Verified
Not verified
Not verified
Not verified
Not verified

Level of engagement
High engagement
High engagement
Low engagement
Low engagement
Low engagement
Low engagement

Number of followers
on Twitter

12% 0%
John Dramani Mahama
Nana Akufo Addo

26%

Dr Papa Kwesi Nduom

62%

Ivor Kobina Greenstreet

POLITICAL PARTIES ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Political parties are indispensable for the effective functioning of democratic governments, and, therefore the essence
of democracy. Political parties do not only educate, formulate and shape public opinion, but also help in developing
the political consciousness of citizens, who otherwise do not have the capacity to understand critical political issues.
The ability of political parties to reach out to citizens with timely, accurate and important information is therefore
imperative for the effective functioning of every democratic state.
According to the Electoral Commission of Ghana, there are 25 registered political parties. Out of these, only eleven
(11) are on Facebook and four (4) on twitter. The four political parties with a twitter handle are the National
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Democratic Congress (NDC), the New Patriotic Party (NPP), the Convention People’s Party (CPP) and All People’s
Congress (APC). The other 14 registered political parties do not have both Facebook and twitter accounts.

Table 3: Ranking of political parties on Facebook according to their following
No

Level of engagement

Address

1

Politica Number of Status of verification
l Parties followers on
Facebook
NPP
258,340
Verified

High engagement

2

NDC

24, 360

Verified

Low engagement

3

PPP

26157

Not verified

Low engagement

4

NDP

8968

Not verified

Low engagement

5

CPP

6607

Not verified

Low engagement

6

GCPP

1107

Not verified

Low engagement

7

IPP

292

Not verified

Low engagement

8

URP

55

Not verified

Low engagement

9

APC

19

Not verified

No engagement

10

GNP

9

Not verified

Low engagement

11

UFP

0

Not verified

Low engagement

https://www.facebook.com/newp
atrioticparty.org/
https://www.facebook.com/Offic
ialNDCGhana
https://www.facebook.com/PPP
Ghana/
https://www.facebook.com/THe.
Official.NDP/
https://www.facebook.com/Con
ventionPeoplesParty/
https://www.facebook.com/Grea
tConsolidatedPopularPartygcpp/
?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/Inde
pendent-Peoples-Party-IPP163898856986240/?ref=hl
https://www.facebook.com/URP
-United-Renaissance-Party159278014158780/
https://www.facebook.com/apcg
hana2016
https://www.facebook.com/Ghan
a-National-Party-GNP119496774787260/
https://www.facebook.com/Unit
ed-Front-Party207759532617523/info/
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Number of followers on Facebook
NPP
NDC

9%
0%

00%
%
3%2%

PPP
NDP
CPP
GCPP
IPP
URP

86%

APC
GNP
UFP

Table 4: Ranking of political parties on twitter according to their following
No
1
2
3
4

Political
party
NPP
NDC
CPP
APC

No
of Status
followers
verification
31259
Not verified
9260
Not verified
417
Not verified
8
Not verified

Level
of
engagement
Low engagement
Low engagement
No engagement
No engagement
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Address
https://twitter.com/GhanaNPP
https://twitter.com/OfficialNDCGh
https://twitter.com/CPPGhanaOnline
https://twitter.com/apcghana2016

Number of followers on
twiter

0%
1%

23%
NPP
NDC
CPP
APC

76%

SOCIAL MEDIA USAGE BY MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT
There are 275 members of parliament. Out of this number, only 93 are on both Facebook and twitter, with 49 and 43
for NPP and NDC respectively. Out of the 93, only 18 have twitter accounts with 9 for the NPP and 9 for the NDC.
Surprisingly only one independent candidate is on Facebook.

THE USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA BY IMPORTANT ELECTION MANAGEMENT BODIES
The EC, the only institution entrusted with the responsibility of conducting elections in the country has both
Facebook and twitter accounts with 101,255 and 184 followers respectively. The Ghana Police Service has both
Facebook and twitter accounts with 6,616 and 401 followers respectively. The Coalition of Domestic Election
Observers (CODEO) has Facebook and twitter accounts with 13,328 and 999 followers respectively. However, the
National Commission for Civic Education (NCCE), the National Peace Council (NPC) and the Judicial Council of
Ghana are not present on social media.

DOES SOCIAL MEDIA MATTER?
According to Dr. Edward Brenya, a Political Scientist at the Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology
(KNUST), social media has rapidly grown in importance as a forum for political activism in its different forms.
Social media platforms provide new ways to stimulate citizen’s engagement in political life, where elections and
electoral campaigns have a central role.ii He further noted that “personal communication via social media brings
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politicians and parties closer to their potential voters”, adding that “it allows politicians to communicate faster and
reach citizens in a more targeted manner and vice versa without the intermediate role of the mass media”.
In the opinion of Dr Bossman Asare, the head of department of Political Science, University of Ghana, even though
politicians for their campaigns still use fliers, posters, graffiti and rallies to reach and win voters, with the advent of
social media, political parties are becoming tech savvy and realising that social media is the only way to reach out to
the youth in the country.
The advent of internet has exposed majority of Ghanaians to different interactive platforms on which different kind
of information is exchanged which might significantly have impact on human behaviour, decision and judgement.iii
Developments in social media adoption and use in the past decade in Africa and for that matter Ghana have gained
astounding heights. Political parties and candidates are using this medium to propagate their policies and interact
with their electorates. For instance the leading parties including the NDC, NPP, CPP, PNC, PPP have ramped up
their activities on Facebook, sharing texts, pictures and videos.
The governing NDC has been using social media, especially Facebook to show video adverts to inform Ghanaians
about its achievements since it came to power. The President, for instance used the medium to entreat prospective
voters to register during the 2016 limited voter registration exercise. The largest opposition political party, the NPP
has used social platform to critique the incumbent government and to provide policy alternatives. It is also using
social media to engage the youth and solicit their votes with the promise of economic emancipation in the coming
years should they win the election.

CONCLUSION
Since Barack Obama broke the world record in the history of social media use for political purpose during the 2008
US presidential elections, many nations and politicians across the globe have continued to embrace the platform to
mobilize their citizens and candidates towards active participation in the political process. The tactics employed
during that campaign has changed the rules of political communication and since then electoral campaigns have been
more about social networking using the existing and emerging social media platforms than the conventional approach
which emphasizes more of a one-way communication with limited chances to generate feedback.
This index has shown that Ghanaian politicians, political parties and some election management bodies have adopted
social media as a new method of reaching out to electorates with their messages. Ahead of the 2016 elections, active
social media engagement and advertising continue even though political campaign season is yet to reach full throttle.
Contesting candidates are broadcasting most of their engagements on Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. This will
allow them to better explain their policies in order to sway potential voters to their camp. With over 3 million
Ghanaians Facebook (which only allows adults of 18 years and over to use the platform) users, the political parties
who campaign online will no doubt have some great results.

However, while social media is increasingly being used by political parties and their leaders as a major channel for
reaching out to their audiences in a fast and timely manner, it has not been given the same level of prominence the
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traditional media has received, as a tool for political communication. For instance, political campaign messages and
language are monitored on traditional media but not on social media. As a result, @penplusbytes will use this baseline
information to periodically monitor the impact of campaign messages on the electoral fortunes of the political parties
and their leaders as well as the level of engagement between electorates and election management bodies using social
media for information and knowledge sharing.
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